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INTRODUCTION 
 

• Almond Finance, which began operations in May 2022, is the fastest- growing cryptocurrency of 

its kind, rewarding holders with Binance Pegged USD ($BUSD), a regulated, stable-coin pegged 1-

1 to the US dollar. 

  

• It is a decentralized platform that bridges the gap between crypto and fiat currencies, allowing 

ordinary people to benefit from the crypto world. It has up to 10x faster block speeds and lower 

gas fees than many other projects in this space, thanks to the Binance Smart Chain. 

  
• Almond Finance is proud to be a Yield Generation token that pays out in $BUSD to its holders. 

With its innovative and game-changing token distribution strategy, it is setting a new standard in DeFi 
Tokenomics. Almond finance is designed to be held for a longer period of time in order to generate 
passive income as well as capital growth. Investors benefit in both bull and bear 
markets because stable-coin rewards are paid on all transactions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Almond Finance is the cryptocurrency to pay its users in $BUSD, making it a Front- runner among all cryptocurrencies. Almond 

Finance's anti-Whale system discourages Whale sales by limiting each sale to a maximum of 0.125 percent of the circulating supply.  

Almond holders are rewarded in Binance Pegged USD. A small percentage of tokens is automatically transferred to the PancakeSwap 

Liquidity Pool with each transaction. 

  

 

 

The tokens are converted into Binance Coin ($BNB) and securely locked and stored in the Almond contract by Almond Finance. 

These BNB are then used for strategic Buyback & Burn – the contract buys $Almond, generating volume, rewards, and positive 

price action, before sending those tokens to the Burn address, permanently removing them from circulation, including reward 

eligibility. This final step ensures that $Almond holders continue to receive a higher overall share of the rewards distributed, while 

the circulating supply decreases over time. 

  

 

The Almond Finance Ecosystem will include an NFT marketplace For buying, selling, lending, and earning, as well as other products 
such as Vault Wallet, Play2ǐarn games, Staking Pools, and Almond Exchange, which will launch in 2023, as well as an active 

dApps Dashboard where you can Buy and Swap $Almond and track your BUSD rewards. This Ecosystem provides $Almond 

holders with both entertainment and utility, as well as ensuring  continued volume, rewards, and capital growth. 
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ALMOND FINANCE PROTOCOL 

Almond Finance is the next generation of Reflection token on the Binance Smart c h a i n (BSC): the First Binance 

Pegged USD ($BUSD) reflection token to optimize user profits now and in the future. Simply holding $Almond tokens 

entitles you to a 4 percent proportional share of all $BUSD transactions. Every 24 hours, this is automatically 

transferred to the holders' wallet. 
  

The total supply of Almond Finance is 10,000,000,000 VLF. 42.5% of tokens were locked to the 

PinkLock from the start, and more coins will be burned daily via     the Buyback & Burn feature. 

 

• 4% of every transaction is redistributed to Binance pegged BUSD holders, who are paid every 24 hours 

automatically. 

• 1% of every transaction is transferred to Pancakeswap Liquidity Pool to create a stable price floor. 

• 1% of each transaction is put into a Smart Contract for a strategic Buyback  reserve. 

•  6% of all transactions are dedicated to marketing activities. 
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VALUES 

Transparency 

Almond finance is fully decentralized and supported by its 
community of enthusiasts. We encourage open 
communication and believe, trust, Transparency, and 
community are pillars for longevity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community 

Almond is one of the fastest growing and most loved 
communities. In crypto, we believe that only by being together can 
we be strong as a community. Community is the pillar that keeps us 
going, and we strive to include everyone from around the globe. 
We would have multiple telegram channels dedicated to our 
international communities 

 

Trust 

In the cryptocurrency market, trust    is paramount. That 
means full transparency not only in the community and 
development but also in the security effort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Longevity 

Almond is here for the long haul. By distributing the rewards 
automatically, it would provide more excellent price stability, which 
is essential for long time investors who      are holding our token, 
thus showing our commitment for the long run. 
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THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND ALMOND FINANCE 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was designed to make the use of solidity-based smart contracts much faster and more 

efficient than other competing chains. BSC has established itself as one of the world's leading blockchains for 

Decentralized Finance, with its decentralized exchanges providing lightning-fast transactions and ultra-low costs 

(DeFi). BǐP-20 token technology is used by BSC, which is a proprietary blockchain that ensures the security and privacy of 

all users and developers. 

  

  

  

Its built-in dual-chain interoperability allows for cross-chain communication and scalability of high-performance 

decentralized applications (dApps), resulting in a fast and fluid user experience. It's EVM compatible and will work with all 

current Ethereum tools, making transactions faster and more affordable. Its on-chain governance, which uses 21 validators 

to verify transactions and is based on the Proof of Stake consensus, allows for decentralization and significant community 

participation. Its on-chain governance, which uses 21 validators to verify transactions and is based on the Proof of Stake 

consensus, allows for decentralization and significant community participation. 
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ROADMAP 

PHASE 1 

Logo, Website & Banners Socials Creation  Audit 

Pink sale Public Presale 

 

PHASE 2 

Third Party Audit 

Massive Marketing by Influencers  

CoinMarketCap Listing CoinGecko Listing  

20,000 Community Members 75,000 Holders 
 
 
PHASE 3 
 
Airdrop e vent 
 
Large Influencers Marketing Push Initializing 
 
Burn events 
 
CEX listing 
  

 

 

PHASE 4 

80,000 Holders 

100,000 Community Members 

Staking Dashboard   Major Exchange Listings Huge Awareness from Marketing 

 

PHASE 5  

Almond Swap  

More CEX Listings  

Cross chain Options 

Blockchain Expo Global 2022 

Asia and Europe Marketing 

 Billboards Adverts 

 

PHASE 6 

Website Updates  

Almond NFTs 

 Partnerships 
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TOKENOMICS 

 

 

Almond Finance  will launch with a maximum total supply oí 10 Billion with 42.5% of the supply will be locked to a PinkLock as a deflationary impact on 

the token. Every transaction with Almond finance will incur a 12% fee with 1% going to the Liquidity Pool, 4% is distributed to all holders as 

$BUSD  daily, 6% to the marketing wallet, and the remaining 1% is buyback Fee. 

TAX BREAKDOWN 

 

• 4% fee auto distributed to holders as $BUSD. 

• 1% fee auto added to liquidity. 

• 6% of each transaction auto added to marketing Funds wallet. This ensures that our marketing team will keep continuing 

to grow the project For  the community. 

  
• 1% of each transaction sent to Liquidity Pool (auto liquidity). 
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SOCIALS 

Website: https://Almond.Finance  

           Telegram: https://t.me/AlmondFinance 

                   Twitter: https://twitter.com/AlmondFinance 
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THANK YOU! 
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